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ARTICLE VI. 

RELATIONS OF THE ARYAN AND SEMITIC LANGUAGES. 

81' UT. I • .... OCUIlD1', PB.D., PaIKCaTOK, K.I. 

IV. - MORPHOLOGY OF ROOTS. 

IN our last Article it was shown that the primitive stock 
of sounds was the same in the Aryan and the Semitic families 
of speech. These sounds were the following: ~ (spiritus 
lenis, Aleph, Hamza), k, t, p, 15, d, b, g, v, r (1),8, m, n; a, 
i, u.1 Any verbal forms in these languages that are to he 
compared must first be reduced to these simple phonetic 
elements. It was also stated S that there were two principles 
which must determine the choice of comparable forms; first, 
the primary signification of each must be shown to he the 
same; secondly, each term to be compared must be reduced 
to the form it possessed before the system of speech COD

taining it (Proto-Semitic or Proto-Aryan) became broken up 
into different dialects. Keeping these principles in view~ we 
have to proceed to an analysis and comparison of the words 
in the two systems that seem worthy hypothetically of such 
treatment. It will he necessary, however, to begin the 
investigation by showing how we arc to deal with the living 
elements of language, whose seemingly endless diversity 
would appear to forbid any attempt to harmonize them. In 
1I0th districts of speech, and especially in the Semitic, we 
seem to be wandering about in a vast wilderness, through 
which the explorer moves in a hopeless entanglement of 
bewilderment and confusion, never reaching a meeting-place 
for the paths that either lead no-whither, or crOS8 one 
another perpetually, without beginning and without end. It 
will be needful to show that some central elevation may be 
gained from which we may look down upon this "mighty 

1 Bib. SIC., Oct. 1879, p. 70. a: I Ibid., P. 186. 
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maze," and see that it is " not without a plan"; from which 
we shall be able to see that the paths which arre interrupted 
by so many obstacles, interposed Ly the careless ages, still 
keep on their course, whether cOllverging or diverging, and 
run from side to side of the great wilderness. In plainer 
language, it will be incumbent on us, knowing how the 
current terms of each idiom may be referred to their proper 
stems, and further to their cOllventional so-called roots, to 
show according to what laws of formation the" roots" them
selves may be analyzed into their simplest expressions. 

A root has been well defined by Curtius as " the significant 
cumbination of sounds which remains when everything form
ative and accidental has been stripped away from a given 
word." 1 In inflectional languages, at least, such so-called 
roots do not appear clearly at the first showing; and the 
only way of arriving at them is obviously to make sure that 
the forms to be examined are primary and not derivative, 
and then by a thorough analysis of them, with a careful 
application, if need be, of the known phonetic laws of the 
language in question, to eliminate in each case the invariable 
significant term from the variaLJle and unessential suffix, 
prefix, or infix. When this is done, however, we find that 
in many cases the process of analysis is not fairly complete. 
III both great families of speech there are found multitudes of 
similar roots, with similar meanings, whose relations to one 
another it is the duty of students to determine. In har
mony with what we would naturally suspect with re::,rard to 
the growth of living speech, it is found that the primitive 
stock of roots at the command of the earliest speakers was 
enlarged according to need by internal changes or external 
additions. The illfl~ctive or formative elements are seen to 
be attached with equal freedom and regularity to all these 
variant similar forms, showing that these forms are inde
pendent of one another. This is not the proper place ~or all 
extended exhihition of the evidence in favor of such a 

1 GrundzUge d. griechischcn Etymologie (5th ed., 1879). p. 45; cf. p. 43 f .• or 
in the English translation (4th ed. London. 1875. 18i6), Vol. i. p. 58; cf. 55 f. 

VOL. XXXVII. No. 147. 67 
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doctrine. We shall presently have to cite groups of words 
ill each family that will illustrate the position here assumed. 
Meanwhile, it will be enough to say that a twofold distinction 
has to be made with regard to the forms under discussiou; 
and that by the common con~ent, if not always by the vel'bal 
agreement, of leadill~ etymologists. First, we must dis
tinguish srcol£dary from primar!1 roots, or discriminate forms 
that seem to have been developed out of earlier ones from 
tho,;e which we cannot reduce to prior conditions, Secondly, 
we must note a difference between absolute and ,'e/alive 
roots 1; remembering that ill many cases analysis brings us 
at last to forms which it is impossible to regard as the exact 
ultimate expression of the radical idea; since, for example, 
the combinations arrived at are sometimes unpronounceal.lle, 
and sometilUes appear in a slightly different form ill different 
dialects of the same family, This latter distinction, howeyer:> 
is evidently nut to be made use of practically, and must only
l.Ie kept in mind as a constant warning against the temptation 
to fancy that we can always tmcceed ill hal"lllonizing the form 
and suhstance of languagc according to theil' ol'igiual ideu
tity. But the principle of the existence of 1.I0th primary and 
secondary roots is of vital importance in glottological re
f;earch, and most of what we haye yet to say will be simply 
an attempt to tl'ace its manifestations in Aryan and Semitic 
"peech. 

We shall first deal with the CUl'fent roots of the Aryan 
family. The discussion of this subject will lIe lIeces8lll"il~' 

"hort; and the reader is refel"l"ed for a full presentatioll of 
all sides of the question to what hal; been written lIy such 
eminent etymologists as Pott,2 CUl'tius,8 and Fick.4 We 

I Thi8 distinction, adopted hy Curtiu8, was first made in these terms by Pott. 
EtymolO/tische }<'orschungen (2d cd.), Vol. Ii. p. 246. 

~ Etymologische Forschung~1I (2tl ~tl.), Vol. Ii. p. 225 If. 
8 Op~cit, pp. 31-70, English transllltion, pp. 40-90. 
4 Verglcichendcs Worterbuch d. indogermA.nisrhen Sprachen(3d ed., 1874-76), 

Vol. iv. pp. 1-120. This acute and ingt'niou8 etymologist attempts to show at 
length that Indo-European ultimate roots fall under three cl_: I. lh06e 
which consist of a mue vowel (a, i, ul ; 2. those fonned of the vowel II +. 
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shall give here the principles which seem to be most 8urely 
established with re~ard to the verbal or predicative roots. 
Those who are familiar with the late ingenious theorizing 
on the subject will soo that we hold a position as conserva
tive as is possible to anyone not belonging to that obstructive 
sect of glottologists who refuse to analyze the current roots 
of any system of speech on the ground that there was no 
development within that sphere of language. 

In analyzing the Indo-European roots we must have regard 
to a distinction which divides them into two great classes. 
We must distinguish betwoon those forms in which new 
elements have been added to the old, and those in which the 
old have been simply modified. Both of these processes of 
change or development were energetically carried on, after 
the breaking up of the Aryan household, in every branch of 
the family; but their operation may also be traced more or 
less clearly within that stock of root-forms which was the 
linguistic property of all in common. 

First, as to the development of new roots through modifi
cation of the old, without addition. Here we have inde
pendent Indo-European roots arising, 

(1) Through the weakening 0( a vowel in the original 
form. Thus a radical a is weakened to i, as the root dik, to 
show, is clearly from the stronger dak (as found in otoaaICO> 
and doeeo); di, to uivide, from da; pi, to driuk, from pa. 

consonant (as ad, ap, as) ; 3. thote made up of a consonant or donble consonant 
+ the vowel a (ela, pa, sa, ilia, 'pa, mal. We have space for only two or three 
brief criticisms of this theory. First, to be formally accurate, classes one and 
three ought to be brought together. No root, and. in fart, no independent artic
ulate sound can consist of a vowel alone; the spiritns len is preceding the vowel 
sound is a consonant. Second, the universal elimination of i and u from classes 
two and three does not seem justified by the examples given. There are some 
roots in which these sounds cannot be shown to be secondary; ,e.g. in di to 
hasten, pri to love, di to shine, the i cannot easily be reduced to a : nor can a 
like origin be found (or the II in '1' to beget, Mil to be, nl (lu) to separate, or yll 
to join. Third, there are many cases in which a vowel cannot be shown to have 
been the ori!,';nal closing sound; thus, mar to rub, grind, in which the notion 
of physical action is inherent, is probably not developed, as Fiek claims, from 
ma, to diminish; nor can an earlier vowel-endinj!' root be well found for vas (lIS) 
to burn, ,pair; to see, Mar to bear, vid to know. gaj to honor. 
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Less frequently, but as clearly, a is obscured into fl, as in 
mfld, to be lively, compared with mad; Muj, to enjoy, share 
in (fungor), as related to Maj (l-tIxvY.ov). 

(2) Through the intensification or strengthening of a 
vowel sound. To this iufluence, and not to the introduction 
of a new vocal element. we must ascribe such developments 
as that of div (dyu), to shine, from du, to burn (&Ua, for 
~aF-'(J) ; and siv, to sew, from IU. 

(3) Through the transposition of sounds. The only casee 
in which this has probably occurred are a few in which r is 
one of the sounds; thus argo, to be' bright, has become rag, 
to color; and arM (ci.Mi>.a/vcp), to obtain, has changed into 
raM (A.ap.{3-civw), to' take hold of. 

In these classes we can appeal with confidence to estab
lished laws of phonetic change, if we wish to determine, in 
any given case, which of the double or multiple forms is the 
earliest. 

Secondly, we must consider those roots which differ from 
similar ones by the possession of additional elements. 

(1 ) We find the additional factor at the beginning of the 
form. The only sound that seems to play this part in the 
Indo-European is s. Its occurrence there is limited to a few 
cases; though in the subsequent divided life of its several 
dialects such a use or disuRe of s.became lUuch more common. 
The root nu, to float, is clearly Proto-Aryan; but so also is the 
kindred snu. The root stan, to sound, was also heal'd along 
with the related tan, to stretch, just as CT'TOVO~ is found in 
Greek ill company with TallO". 

There seems to be IlO good reason to suppose that Ilew 
IlIdo-EUl'opean roots were ever developed by the infixing of 
a new sound in the old. The ollly sound for which such a 
function can be claimed plausibly is n. But if we examine 
all the forms in which this additional sound occurs, it will 
be found that the two hypothetical roots are not used inde
pendently of one another to form separate ,erbal and nominal 
stems, but occur side by side as the basis of derivatives that 
evidently spring from the same source. They are thus shown 

• 
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to he variations of one another, rather than distinct roots 
with a separate range of development and an appreciable 
difference of meaning. Thus the root ugh, to press, com
press, is evidently the same as angh; for while the former ap
pears in the nearest Sanskrit derivative, agha, oppressing, evil, 
or as substantive, affliction, sin, as well as in the hometymous 1 

words ax~, grief; ex£<; (= constrictor, the 'Sanskrit aki), 
serpent, and the Sanskrit aIln, narrow, the latter is as evi
dent in the corresponding Sanskrit, anlzas, affliction, sin; the 
Latin anguis, serpent, as well as in angtJ-stus, narrow, anti 
the German eng; angor, anxius, and the Germ. angst. This 
we give as a fair specimen of the whole class, and accordingly 
assume for the Indo-European system, that the insertion of 
an n sound is nothing more than the nasalizat.ion of the pre
ceding vowel, rather accidental than essential to the autonomy 
of the root. It is, in fact, a phenomenon similar in origin to 
the epithetic II in Greek (eMryev < eMrye), the nunnation in 
Arabic, and the mimmation in Assyrian, and does not corres
pond to all additionl11 etymological element. On the other 
hand, it is probable that in many cases the n was heard ill the 
original root, and the form containing it would have to be 
regarded as the earlier one, from which the other arose 
through the weakening of the sound by denRsalization, till it 
disappeared entirely in some of the forms; though within the 
Indo-European sphere this process gave rise to no new roots, 
in the strict sense of this term.2 

1 This much needed term, with the corresponding" hometymon," the writer 
owe~ to the invention of Mr. S. R. Winans of Princeton College, his fiiend and 
companion in philological studies. 

~ We must be careful in tbis, as in all other cases coming under our general 
lurvey, to di~tinguish between roots which a compari~on of various diwects 
shows clellrly to have been Proto-Aryan, and those which are found in an Illtered 
form in one or more of the dialects as later developments, evolved after the break
in:; up of th~ family. Thus jung, to join, is a special Latin root, hut if we com· 
pare it with the Greek (w)'- ((.,.,.), and the Sanserit _V"j, as seen in (f{ry~U"'1 and 
yunajmi, we see thllt it Rrises only from the trunsposition of the formati"e n. In 
reading Curtius' IIdmim],le treatment in his Grundzii:;e, of rhe subjeet of primary 
and secondary ruot~ (which he has modified on !'Orne points in the Mh e.I., of 
) !l79), the readt"r ,honl,] kppp in mind thRt althon:;h muph of whnt he ~ays np
plies to Indo-European rootll, his main purpose is the analysis of thOle peculiar 
to the Greek. 
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(2) We have the most important class of root..distinctions 
in those forms which differ from similar ones ill having the 
additiollal sound at the end. These sounds, which are quite 
various and usually distillguishable with cleal'lless, have heen 
named hy Curtius 1 root-determinatives. This term, which 
would properly indicate a radical signifo:ant element, we 
shall adopt throughout this discussion as applying to any 
additional sound in either family, under the guise of a prefix. 
infix, or suffix, which is not a mere expansion or strengthening 
of the root, or a mere unessential variation of a previously 
existing element through ordinary laws of phonetic change. 
The justness of this comprehensive distinction we shall show 
by-and-by. Here it is in order to enumerate the letters that 
seem to play this pal·t at the end of Indo-European roots. 

The only vowel that appears as a post-determinative in 
undouhted lndn.European roots is a, which is found in a few 
Hecollllul"Y form"" as dhya, to see, from dlli; goo, to know, 
from galt, (Eng., ken). 

As to the determinative consonants, taking them in the 
order of the Sanskrit alphabet, we have first 2 k, which ap
pears to us as certain only in the roots mark, to touch, stroke, 
(mule-ere), as compared with mar, to ruh; dark, to see, as 
related to dar, (Saw,krit and Lithuaniau); dak, to bite. as 
compared with da. to divide, tear (whence da-nt, tooth,); 
Mark, to shine, (cpOpICO~, brig-lit), as related to Mar, itself a 
very early development from Ma. It appears, moreover, at 
the end of many lengthened onomatopoetic roots, whose 
etymological relations are, of course, not so clearly definable. 

'go appears us a determinative in Y"g, to join, as compared 
with yl~: 11larg, stroke. wipe (o-llofYY-VIJIl£, milk), as related 
with mar 0; blwrg, to shiue (~>.kyCJJ, jl'¥,"'f'O, bleach), ill con
nection with bliar, and a few others. Fick, in his discussion 
of these points,S calls attention to the existence of 80 many 

1 In Kuhn's Zeitschrift flir "ergl. Sprachfol'!lChullg, Vol. iv. 211 if. See hi. 
Grundziige (5th ed., 1879), p. 69; English translation (of 4th ed.), p. 89. 

2 Fick, op. cit., iv. p. 51 If., cites a large number ofsuppoeed cues fur a der.er
min>1tive k, but mo~t of tbese seem to rest on no sure etymological foundation. 

lOp. cit., iv. p. 58 If. 
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roots that differ from similar forms only in having g instead 
of k at the enu, and assumes that g in such cases is only a 
weakening of Ie. TIlis is hardly probable. We find no such 
regular concurrence of p and b in secondary forms, nor of d 
and t; and it is not likely that k alone of the lIard mutes 
would thus be softened. g is also an independent Indo
European sound, of at least as much radical importance as k. 
It seems best, therefore~ to assume that the affinity of the 
ideas to he expressed, was conveyed to the ear by the employ
ment of Rimilar sounds .. 

Out of the many Clses cited by Fick 1 in which glt is sup
posed to be a determinative, we can regard as well established 
only dllarglt (Eng. drag), as related with dltar, to bear. . 

t is plainly a determinative in kart, to clea.e, as compared 
with kar (= skar, shear); in pat, to rule, as related with pa, 
to protect; and, perhaps, in pat, to attain to (peto,jind), as 
connected with pa, to obtain. 

d seems to appear certainly as a determinative only in a 
few roots. One clear case is that of mard, to crush, related 
to mar. For sad, to sit, there appears evidence of a primary 
sa, in Sanskrit ava-si-ta, literally, situated, and Latin si-tus, 
[JO-si-tus, placed; mad, to measure, as compared with ma, is 
also probably Proto-Aryan. 

dlt is found as a determinative in a few well-proven cases: 
kudh, to conceal, may be compared with ku (slcu), yudk, 
fight (join battle), with yu, to join. 

n is a clearly-marked determinative in several cases. We 
may compare gan, to beget, with ga, (as in "Ye"'Yov-a, 
"YE-"Ya-w<;); tan, to stretch, with fa (as in 7a.-TO<;, Ta..u£<;); 
man, to measure (as in mensus), with mao 

p is one of the most common Proto-Aryan determinatives, 
11 nd easily recognized ill most cases. We may bring together 
karp (kalp) to procure, "PIp, and kal', to make; dap, to divide 
ont, and da, to divide; rip (lip, t1rM/t/>-O)) to anoint, and ri 
(Ii ail ill li-nere); sarp, to creep, with sar, to go. 

b is not to be proved as an independent determinative in 
1 Op. cit. iv. p. 61ft'. 
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accessible forms. As we saw in our last Article, its place 
was takeu hy bIt in current speech. This sound occurs at the 
eud of at least two secondary forms: g/'arbh, seize (if this 
is the original of the Sanskrit garblt, graM, Eng. grab). as 
coullected with ghar; staM, to SUppOl't, as compared with 
sia, to stand. 

m is found as a determinative in gam, to go, cf. ga; aam, 
to bind (tame), cf. da; ram, to delight in, cf. ra, as in epa.
p.o.'; dram, to run (spo~), cf. dra (S,-Sp&.-UICO), and a few 
others. 

y and v are not found as determinatives, nor indeed as final 
sounds in Proto-Aryan. Being semi-vowels, they would not 
ha\"e been sufficiently distinct for this purpose. They were 
used often, however, in the development of special roots in 
different hranches of the family. 

r is a very common final letter in roots, but it is generally 
difficult to acknowledge that it is a detel'minativc in most of 
the cases adduced as evidence. Such a function may perhaps 
be allowed to it in tar, to cross OVe\', as compared with ta, to 
stretch; iiI dar, to burst or tear open (OEpo1, tear), as related 
with da, to dh'ide, and it appears cel"taill in star (stal), to 
place firmly (Sanskrit sthira, firm; German starr, stellen,), 
as connected with sta, to stand . 

. , is an ohvious determinative in a good number of 
instances. Thus we may associate ,.aks (English wax), to 
grow, = vag-os, with t'(Ig' (ug) , to increase (as in English 
eke; German auc1t); dltars, to be confident (8apu-EtJl, 
d'Ur.~t), with dhar, to hold (firm); Mas, to shine (found :'1 

English bare), with Ma. 
In the foregoing discussions we have not taken account of 

the claim made hy Pott 1 ill behalf of several Proto-Aryan 
roots, that they are malic up of older forms, with fragments 
of other words pl'efixed. Such supposed prefixes are mostly 
prepositions, as ill bhrag- (bltar~), to shine, as compared 
with rag (a7~!f), of the same meaning, ill which the bIt repre
sents the prepoRitiollS aMi, as found in Sanskrit. Other 

1 EtymologiBche FOl'!Chungen (2d cd.), Vol. ii. p. 29i ff. 
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kinds of words are also supposed occasionally to perform the 
same office, as the adverb su, well, in svad, to taste (av&.Q.vQ), 
Tjo~, sweet), made up of su and ad, to eat. Some of the 
alleged instances of such combinatiolls are very plausible, 
and many are not so. For full discussion of the whole sub
ject, the reader is referred to em1ius' Grundziige,l where the 
theory is, we think, shown to be untenable. 

The results of the investigation are briefly these: 1. Of 
those forms which differ from others in showing an additional 
element, there is only one group that has this at the begin
ning, namely. those in which s appears as the added factor. 
2. There is good reason to hold that no root is modified by 
the insertion of any letter: the infix: n we may call a steoo
determinative. rather than a root-determinative. 3. We 
have found the vowel a used as a post-determinative, and 
also nearly everyone of the original Indo-European conso
nants. 

If we compare the various forms ill which the additional 
letter occurs, it will be seen that these added sounds are of 
different degrees of significant value, and that the eame 
sounds are lIot always of equal importance in this respect. 
Thus the vowel a seems to have usually little mQdifying 
power; but mna (= mana), to think upon, remelllbcl\ is 
clearly discriminatcd by it from the more general man. A.gain, 
the added nasals seem sometimes, like the inserted ", to 
modify stems, rather than roots; but in dam, to subdue, 
tame, we have an obvious specializing of da, to hind.2 

Again, the initial s (as in snu, to float, compared with nu,), 
gives 01' takes away no apparent force, in most cases, from 
the shorter form; and for this reason, as well as on account 

. of the general uncertain tenure of the s in various languages 
of the family, Fick and others choose to regard the longer 
form as the earlier, and so do not consider s as a determina-

1 Etymologische Forschnngen (5th ed.), p. 31 ff. English translation (of 4th 
ed.). p. 38 ff. 

~ Fick, in his c1l1ssificlltion, to whit-h we have been very much indebted, gives 
m and" a plnce hy themselveg 118 being" of less importance than the other deter
minstives. This is perhaps unnecessary. 

VOL. XXXVII. No. 1.7. 68 
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tive at all in such cases. It is impossihle to prove, however, 
that the s was really dropped from the iJeginnillg of any 
Proto-Aryan root; ami it would seem to be more ill accordance 
with analogy in root-formation that the. shorter form /Should 
have pr·eceded. But we think we can show, in oue case at 
least, that the s is a true determinative, and the shorter the 
more I!rimitive form. The root tan, already alluded to, 
means to stretch. But it yields derivatives which. along 
with this sense, also express the notion of sounding. Thus 
~kr. talla and Gr. ,.ci~ lUean hoth stretching and a tone,' 
and Quintiliall l shows us how this is possible when he uses 
the Latin word tenor (pl'operly a sustained course) in the 
sense of accent or tone. Goin~ a little further, we find that 
ill Latin tOIH) mealls to thunder, our own English word being 
radically the same,2 as a1lm does the ~kr. tun (tallyati). 
Now we take up the root stan to sound, 01', mOl'e specifically, 
to make a deep sound. This is found ill the SkI'. stan 
(stal/ati) ; Gr. CTTEv-fI>. to groan, as well as in the modern 
German sUi/wen. Curtius,~ who connects the Lat. t(mo with 
Lan, to stretch, hesitates to associate the latter with .'Ita", to 
sound, against the opinion of Pott, Benfey, Corsseu, Walter, 
and Grassmann. But the fact that the Skr. stUll (stan.ayati) 
means also to thunder, as well as to groan, bringing itself 
alongside of tan in thi~ secondary lIense, seems to complete 
the analogy hetween the two rootll. ThUll tan, to stretch, 
came to express the iJea of a sustained or resonant sollnd ; 
while statt was specialized into the notion of a deep, heavy 
sound, the noise of thunder heing equally well associated with 
both. III this instance, then, s is clearly a determinative; 
though, as we have secu, it is the only iuitial sound so used 
in Proto-Aryan. 

The question naturally arises, in connection with this 
/Souuu, as also with any of the filial determillatives, Is it 

I Inst. Orat., i. 5.22,26. S(!C Harper's Latin Dictionary, 8. Y. 

~ ~hx Mtilkr, Lectures on the Science of Langua;,>e (Am. cd.). i. 364. W&I'III 

us apinst the fancy that the word thuntkr is onomacopoetic. 
I GruDdzi.ige (5thed.), p. 217. 
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neces~ry to regard any of the forms as more primitive than 
the others? For all we know, may not all the variant roots 
have arisen side by side. without reflection. each with its 
own special significance, according as each idea seemed to 
require its fitting expression? Or another position may be 
taken, as by Max MUller,l namely, that the longer forms in 
any group (as mark, marg, mard, and mardi,) may gradually 
have dropped their distinctive features, leaving only the 
constant formula (aR mar) to express the general notion. 
These points are not of so much importance in our compara
tive study as they might seem at first sight; for ill either 
case, if we find the same constant formula employed to 
express the same idea in hoth Aryan and Semitic, we are 
entitled to use the fact for verbal comparison just as freely 
as a similar correspondence between Sanskrit and Greek 
might be employed. But the questiolls are worthy of the 
attention which our space will allow. 

As to the first, it should be allswered that human language 
is not merely a system, co-ordinate and harmonious, but also 
historically a growth or a development from the very begin
ning, even in its radical or uninflectional stage. The llOrtll.! 
siccus exhibited by Renan in his Origine du Langage. with 
its dead roots and withered stems, cannot fairly represent 
the actual state of primitive speech. No one can compare 
any group of roots, of similar forms and meanings, in any 
system of speech, without seeing that they bear upon their 
very face the evidence of Il. change in representative sounds 
cOITesponding to a change in the ideas to be represented,
unless the observer is hampered by Bome philosophical theory 
requiring him to maintain the contral'Y opinion. 

The second theory does not deny a living progress in 
primitive speech, but holds to a generalizing of forms with 
special meanings, rather than a specializing of ideas already 
general. We would say that the question here is not con
nected with the influence of phonetic decay; it has to do 
with the formation of the very elements of speech. Now, 

~ Chips from a German Workshop, Vol. iv. p. 129. 
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experience shows that such forms arise by composition and 
addition in all processes that arc akiu to root-making. 
Again, as Curti us remarks,} the fuller forms are the later 
ones. The process of expansion in roots can actually be 
watched as we trace the growth of the different members of 
the family after its breaking Up.2 

Another question of some importance remains. Can we 
get at the significance of the~c determinatives? Not iu all 
cases, nor in most. We ought to decide, however, as to 
what sort of significance they lUay beal·. CurtiU8 says 8 that 
if the theory of a simultaneous development of "clusters of 
roots" is rejected. we must aSlmme that there was an expan
sion of roots hy composition, in which the added elements 
would have to be considered as weather-worn stems. But that 
seems hardly necessary ill all cases. III later forms, after 
the original creative faculty had 10llt i~s force, such would 
douhtless he the character of the determinatives; and in the 
suffix dlt, at least, there seems to he good reasoll for tracing 
a connection with the common root dl,a. Such ahm lUUy 

have been the origin of the determinative p, which forms a 
causative ill some Sall1!krit verb8, aud serve8 to collvey the 
same force sometimes as the final sound of a root. Still, 
there is nothing certain ahout these cases, and in mo!!t in
stances not even can a plausihle conjecture be made. There 
seems, indeed. no reasoll to disbelieve that the earliest de
terminatives were themselves as primary 8S the root,s which 
they modified, and that they stood as the symbols of geuNul 
qualifying' notions. rather than as fragments of pre\'iously 
existing stems. No difficulty pl'eseuts itself against this 
theory which would not equally pl'CSS against any doctrine 
as to the :;;ignificance of the roots themselves. In cOllllidel'ing 
root-formation in Pl'Oto-i-'cmitic, the same conclusion appeal's 
also inevitable the I'e ; and a close :;;tudy of the latter subjcct 
would, we think, be very sCl'yiccable to Indo-European 

1 Grundzii:::e (5th ed.). p. 66, note; cf. p. 69, note. 
S Thus the root sta is Proto-Arynn; .tand is Teutonie . 
• Op. cit., p. 69, note; English tranl., p. 90, note. 
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specialists, as teuding to throw light on the workings of the 
mind of man in his evolution of primitive speech. 

It only remains to be said, ill this connection, that, as a 
matter of course, any true Proto-.Aryan root may \;le used for 
purposes of comparison, whether it be primary or secondary. 
The matter is one of scientific etymology, and the only 
restriction to be set in the choice of comparable forms is 
obviously this: that any root which can be proved to have 
originated in any single one of the three great divisions of 
the family - the Indo-Eranic, Graeco-Keltic, and Slavo
Teutonic - must be rigorously excluded. Thus it would be 
allowable to compare the root Marg, to break, as well as the 
primary Mar, with any Semitic form, because the former 
root, though perhaps not to be found ill Indo-Eranic, occurs 
in the widely-divergent Graeco-Italic and Slavo-Teutonic, and 
therefore is probably Proto-Aryan. Again, not only may 
the primary root Ma, to shine, be used in comparisons, but 
also its secondary Mar, and even the more fully expandeu 
form Marg, of similar meaning, since all these are found in 
all the divisions of the family. But it would not be proper 
to use the Teutonic hlad, to lade, or gald, to be worth, since 
these are not found in any other division. 

We have now to take up the subject of tho morphology of 
Proto-Semitic reots. The problem here is the same as that 
presented in the Proto-Aryan~ and the method of solving it 
the same as that just employed for the latter system. The 
subject, however, is one of greater difficulty aud ohscurity, and 
we shall not be able to get much light upon it from the labors 
of previous investigatOl·s. As this field is not so familiar to 
linguistic students as the Indo-European province, we shall 
exhibit the true process of inquiry a little more ill detail. 

First, of course, we have to fix the true criteria of a Proto
Semitic root. It is manifest that we must begin by showing 
that any such hypothetical form must be found represented 
ill mOre than one branch of that family. The four great 
divisiolls we take to be the Assyrio-Bahylollian,1 the Aramaic, 

1 The relations of the Assyrian seem to show that the old division into 
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the HeiJraic, and the Arabo-Ethiopic, with their respective 
dialects. A root found in any two of these, which has not 
been borrowed, is probably Proto-Semitic; a root found in 
in any three is certainly 80. Now, in ascertaining the true 
roots, whether primary or secondary, we must, of course, 
have respect only to the laws of Semitic speech. In the last 
Article it 'was shown that of the phonetic elements of that 
system some were certainly secondary. But it must he 
remembered that of these only a few modified sounds were 
developed after the breaking up of the family; and it is to 
the regular phonetic stock employed by the Semites in their 
common home that any hypothetical root must be referred. 
As a general safeguard, it should be remembel'ed that the 
question before us at present is pm'ely a Semitic one. In 
the analysis of root.~ the ohject must not be to try to quad
rate them with the Proto-Aryan, but to see what results 
may be arrived at from a study of Semitic morphology alone, 
without regard to the phenomena, or even the existence, of 
any other human idiom. The fact that such investigations 
have usually ueen made ill the interest of a reconciliation 
with the Aryan system has tended to discredit the conclu
sions arrived at by previous inquirers. 

The first thing' that strikes anyone who takes a survey of 
the Semitic field is the remarkahle fact that all the roots of 

. that system of speech when inflected appear in a triliteral 
form, at leaRt in all those dialects which have reached their 
highest Bectional development. This phenomenon i8 un
doubted, and expresses nn undeniable tendency of the earliest 
speakers to make all the roots tri-collsonalltal, however they 

Northern and Southern Semitic is no longer satisfactory. That lang-uage lUIS 
apparently the greate~t resemblan(,e to Hebrew in its ,"owel.system ns well as in 
its general phonolojry, stem·formation, and Tocabulary; hut it is also closely 
related to Arahic in specific points almost 88 essential. And, what is most re
markahle, it ll(.'Cm8 upon the whole to differ from the Aramaic a8 widely a8 from 
any other member of the group. It is impossible to make Assyrian a dialect of 
nny other lanjruage; and, in general, we ('annot unite any of the noNhero 
members of the group with one another or with Arabic, U clotely u Ethiopic 
is united with the latter. 
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may seem to have disregarded the principle in some cases, 
which we shall notice presently. The question at once 
arises: Must we hold that all these roots were tri-collsonantal 
from the beginning, and that the apparent exceptions are 
only degenerated, shortened forms; or do any of the roots 
show peculiarities that would lead us to infer that they have 
developed from more elementary conditions? An affirma
tive answer seems due to the second alternative; and, though 
this is not the place for a full discussion of the matter, we 
shall adduce a few of the considerations that seem to point 
clearly to that conclusion. 

First, we have the c~xistence of a large number of roots 
of similar sound and related meanings, which differ from 
one another only in one of the radicals. Thus (a) the first 
two consonants of each member of the group are the same, 
the third being different throughout the list; or (b) the last 
two radicals of some roots may contain the constant formula, 
the first being the variant; or (c) the second letter may 
appear as additional, the first and third representing the 
essential significant combination. This would seem to show 
that the forms with the variant letters were developed from 
earlier roots represented in the present stage of the language 
by the two constant letters in each hometymous group. 

Further, we have still more conclusive evidence from thORO 
hypothetical forms in which the third radical is the same as 
the second. Comparing with class (a), mentioned above, 
we find tliat in nearly all those groups of roots which agree 
with one another in the first two consonants und differ in 
the last, there appear forms in which th~ last letter is not a 
variant, but merely the second repeated. :Mol"eover, such 
forms (giving rise to the so-called ',;, stems) are generally 
more comprehensive in meaning than the related roots with 
variant letters, containing the generic idea whose specific 
modifications are expressed by the divergent forms. These 
facts indicate that they represent an earlier expression of 
thought than the longer roots, and this is naturally obtained 
by dropping the repeated consonant. In other words, we 
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infer that the early speakers developed these assumed tri
literals from earlier biliterals by simply repeating the second 
sound. The production of the hometymous forms is thua 
more easily accounted for, upon any theory of phonetic and 
morphological symbolism, than if we were to suppose that 
the longer forms were the earliest. In fact, the latter sup
position would only accord with the theory that the Proto
Semitic language was not a growth at all, but an institution 
founded after solelDll deliberation. In tbat case we would 
have to suppose that the primitive Semites, in convention 
8s8emlJled, passed a resolution to the effect that no one 
should frame and pronounce 'a word having a root of either, 
more or le!!s than. three legal consonants. Fot we must 
remember that these forms are evidently a part of the very 
oldest stock of roots in the whole system; and unless we 
assume a phonological miracle, it is impossihle to believe 
that such an elaborate and consistent complexity of sounds 
could be the first expression of Semitic thought, especially 
when the combination looks so much like a mere prolongation 
or repetition of simpler elements. 

Again, it must not be overlooked that the Semites disliked 
the close repetition of the same sounds rather more than 
other peoples did; and we can best account for their tolera
tion of such phenomenn, either before or after the family 
separation, by assuming that, in order to conform to the tri
literalism which the increasing demand for adequate expres
sion had gl"Udually been developing, they first doubled the 
second letter ill certain biliteral roots, and then in certain 
inflections and derivatives from the same roots sounded that 
letter a second time. l 

In this discussion we have adopted the current terminology 
of these roots, as though the second radical were actually 
rcpeated in the ultimate basis of noun and verb stems. But 
it is really doubtful whether in Proto-Semitic such a repeti-

IOn the question whether the doubled or the repeated forms were the earlier, 
eee the jU8t remarks of Stade, Lebrbncb d, hebriillChen Grammatik (Leipsig, 
l879), \ 143 a. 
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tion occurred at nIl. The Assyrian, otherwise not highly 
developed among the Semitic languages, is the only member 
of the family that makes them in the ver~stems cOllsistently 
triliteral, while in none of the dialects are shortened forms 
given up in the noun-stems. Moreover, thore aro ocrtain of 
the inflections which soom to show that a third radical did 
not primarily exist. Otherwise, it is hard to explain such a 
form as the imperfect "jD~ in Hebrew. If the root were really 
"MJ', the third radical, not being weak, would have to be 
retained or represented. We must, then, regard such 'n 
roots as real bilitera1s in Proto-tlemitic. Accordingly. 
whether we apply to the subject inductive or deductive argu
ments, the result iK the same. Thus a large class of current 
Bemitic roots yields to analysis, and the principle of triliter
alism is shown not to he inviolable. 

Still further, we have the evidence afforded by the so-called 
'." and ',,~ verbs. The close relation between these and the 
class just discussed has always been observed, and the con
viction is now pretty well fixed among Semitic scholars that 
they have a common origin, however remote this may be. 
TIlCre is no douut, however, that these roots assumed an 
independent form before the breaking up of the family, as 
they are found with a characteristic system of inflection and 
derivation in all the dialectl:l. Yet here, again, the proof of 
triliteral origin is wanting. Of course, it is easy to say 
that the prevailing type of stem-formation ill the Semitic 
generally pointl:l to a triliteral beginning here as elsewhere. 
It is just here, however, that the very premises of such an 
argument fail us. In some of thc dialects the stems are 
not trilitera1 at all. In Assyrian we ha\'e the most imper
fect development of these forms. The verb stems coincide in 
some of the conjugations with those of ';,~ verbs (as ill 
Hebrew, and to a less extent in Aramaic) and are even con
founded in others with '~I) and '~t forms. In Hebrew, also 
there is no characteristic trilitera1 stem-formation. In all 
the stems wc have regularly a biliteral base. The intensive 
stem is 110 exception, since it simply repeats the last radical, 

VOL. XXXVII. No. 1.7. 69 

• 
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forming the so-called Polel (Proto-&mitic Palel), after the 
analogy of the 'no roots. The exiiitence of the form C!P m!1Y 
be pointed to as rebutting our sweeping assertion. But this 
only confirms our general position; for it is only in later 
writings that Ruch a form occurs. which would, of itself be 
conclusive proof that the tendency was to de'l"elop triliteral 
forms from RhOlter ones, and that the current biliterals are 
1I0t degenel'ations of longer primary forms. The designations 
uRually given to this class of verbs call for some remark. 
The name '~~ is misleading. The true '.~ root is thnt in 
which the ~ is a primary consonant, as in Hebrew :'I~~, and 
many other cases in the various dialects. The native Arabic 
grammarians call them concave, or hollow, roots, a term which 
shows how slight is the claim these forms have to be con
t>idered tri-consonantal, even in that most fully de'l"eloped of 
Semitic tongues. The, appellation, roots with a medial 
vowel, is hardly managealJle in English. The formula u. 
adopted hy 8tade in his Lehrbuch, iii not correct~ inasmuch 
a8 it ItrSSUIlH'S thatu is invariably the inherent 'l"owel. The 
Arabic designation Reems to characterize the typical form 
pretty fairly, and is, perhaps. on the whole. the one to be pre
ferr-cd. Our view of the or'igin of the whole class will be given 
when we come to treat particularly of its formation. 

E'I"idence. no leRs clear, of a development of shol·ter 
J!1'imary roots is afforded by the so-called ',,; Rtems, These 
nndouhtedly point to a primary form similar to those which 
the othel' two claRReR imply; and with them. alilo. it is clear 
that the final clement cannot originally have been n conso
nant, The mORt definite thing to he said auout them is that 
the old root appears to have been expanded hy the addition 
of a vowel. i or u, at the end, which, under certain conditions. 
l,ecame hardened into a Remi-vowel, :II or t', The phenomena 
of noun ami yerh inflection in all the dialects point to this 
conclmlion, The aSRumption that the original form ill eneh 
case was tricollsonalltal is met by a multitude of facts whieh 
it cannot be reconciled with. Take, for example, veril 
forms in Hebrew, Assyrian, and Aramaic, which stand here 
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upon nearly the same level of development. It is not easy 
to account for the 3. fem. sing. ,,~~! ill Hebrew, or the 3. 
pI. -;t, and analogous forms, on the theory of a degeneration 
from triliterals. But it would require even greater ingenuity 
to show that a like origin is to be assumed for the suffix 
forms of this class of verbs in Hebrew, as e.g. .,~~~, ~~!, CI~~. 
The suffix-formation is very old - Proto-Semitic ill fact - and 
even in other dialecta, where a fuller form is used before 
suffixes, the same reminiscence of a shorter stem is observ
able} Of course it is not here maintained that the longer 
type of formation with the added vowel or semi-vowel was 
not developed in the Semitic family before ita breaking up. 
On the contrary, we believe that these quasi triliterals are 
really Proto-Semitic. It is only claimed that, as we learn 
from forms exemplified by the preceding citations, the only 
satisfactory theory of their ultimate origin is the one just 
given. 

From all that has been said, it is clear how little evidence 
there is for the assumption that all the Semitic roots were 
originally triconsonantal. The three classes known as "" '., 
and 'm roots were all developed from shorter forms, according 
to fixed principles. Having thus secured a sure means of 
ascertaining the primary roots of the system, we shall now 
exhibit in detail, as was done with the Proto-Aryan, the 
various modes by which the secondary roots are developed. 

First as to the development of secondary roots through 
predeterminatives, or the prefixing of an additional sound. 
According to our observation, no letter, with the exception of 
gutturals, is thus employed in Proto-Semitic which is not also 

1 For example, the Mandaite and Talmudic dialects, which in these forms 
agree more nearly than do the Syriac and Hebrew with the perfect verb, also 
show occasional instances of the use of the shorter primary stems. Prof. 
Noldekc, than whom there ig no higher living authority on such matters, says 
on this point: .. Whatever theory may in general be held as to the origin of the 
weak roots, no doubt can be entertained that in then forms, the employment of 
the third radical as a consonant is secondary, and has been brought about 
through the analogy of the strong verb." -. Mandiische Grammatik (Leipzig, 
187:», p. 284. 

• 
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a formative or inflective element of the language - a fact of 
the very highest importance in its bearings both upon Semitic 
and upon general linguistic morphology. 

lit 1 is a predeterminath-e in Proto-Semitic, as may be seen 
from the cases now to be cited: "'1:1, to cut off, separate 

(Heb . .,:;; Arab. l;) yields .,~ to be separated, to be lost, 

to perish (Heb.~; Aram.~, ~f; Eth. i\r()R). ~ to 
. r Gi_ 

bend (Heb. and Chald. ~, Syr . .....&.Q, to bend; Arab . ....A$', 
to turn aside), gives us 1:)=*, to bend for a burden (Heb. ~ 

in causative sense, cf. I:)~I$, burden; Syr. ~, to oppress; 

Arab. ~,II. IV. to saddle). Other examples are found in 

I:)Ollt, to scrape up, add, accumulate. from 1:)0, to scrape; ~,to 
Lind, from "1O, to press together, bind. These also may be 
abundantly attested as Proto-Semitic. 

1'1 is a rare predeterminative in Prot~mitic; nor is it a 
very common one in any of the dialects in their sepal'ate his
tory. A very probable instance we take to be found in "1:1"1, to 

divide up (Heb. "I::p"I, a'7T. Aery.; Arab.?) from the familiar 

root "1:::1 to cut, divide. On the same level stands 1:1"'1'1, to be 

high (Heh. 1:1."', found in derivatives; Arab. ri, whence 

;;, pyramid), from the widely-extended root C"I. The 

root ,:n, to go away (Heb. 'il~"; Amm. ~r:!, ~; Arab. 
cl.Lc, to perish), furnishes another example; for though'; 
is not found as Proto-..Semitic, it may be inferred with cer
tainty. throu~h a comparison of the related forms,,;1"I, 1;'1, 
,;10, 111t;, as represented in various dialects, in all of which 
the notion of going is manifeRt. 

, is a predeterminative in the following among other cases. 

"1"1\ to go down (Arab. ~);, to go down to the water; Heb. 

I The letters of the Hebrew alphabet will be used throughout to represent 
primary Semitic BOunds and forms. = mUlt of course be used without the 
diacritical points. 
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"M'" and Assyr. ""M 1 to descend, for the earlier "1'"1'). proceeds 

from .,." to thrust, push, cause to go (Heb. "I':); Arab. ~); 

cf.".,., aud ~~)). ~=" to contain, hold, be capable (Reb. 

~=;, to be able; Arab. ¥" to regard as able, trust in; 

Assyr. ~=M 1 contain, maintain), is developed from ~=, to sur
round, enclose, contain, one of the most common and wide
spread of Semitic roots. 

" is a predeterminative in Yt''', to awake (Heb. 'YP.;; Arab. 

~:! and ~.!), as compared, with rl', which, though only 

found in Hebrew, is almost certainly Proto-Semitic. We 
may also compare 1=", the root of the Semitic word for the 
right hand, with i=M, to be firm, found in all the divisions of 
the family; and '"1-=", to be right, prosperous, with the kindred 
"-=M, both Proto-Semitic, as being found in all the dialects . 
.. was not employed in this way by the early Semites nearly 
so often 8S '. 

" is probably a determinative in the Proto-Semitic 1':", to 
pross, choke, make narrow, found in all the dialects, either in 
noun or verb stems. This may be connected with the equally 
ancient I':~, to put round the neck, if the primary notion of 

the latter is of close billding; while the Syr. ~. Chald. 

I'~~, Arab. ~.;" to strangle, is clearly a kindred causative. 

Another case is perhaps the n in Proto-Semitic ~.,", to let go, 
cease, etc., as connected with ~'" to be loose, which is de'\cl
oped in various forms throughout the family. Or1n, to close, 
seal, may possibly furuish another example, but the proof 
would be precariom. We must acknowledge that the evi
dence is 110t conclusive for any other instance of the use of 
n as a predeterlllinative. The persistence and independent 

1 According to the law discovered and established by Oppert (see his Gram
Maire A88yriennc, 2d ed., 1t!68, p. 9 f.), the Hebrew "II) forms nsually becomes 
'MI) in Assyrian, if they correspond to ',., in Arabic; but when the Arabic 
prese"es the Hebrew" the Assyrian does 80 al80. The Hebrew forms require 
no explanation. 
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force of this sound from the earliest Semitic times, is one of 
the most important facts in the phonology of the system. 

1) is a predeterminative in one or two roots with a causa
tive force. Thus ;e'C, to exten<l, lengthen (Heb., Arab., and 
Targ .. either in 1I0un or verb stems), may be compare<! with 
;~e, to be long (as in Arabic; the Heb. ;~~ means to 
throw = send along). Such developments were common 
enough in the several dialects in their separate history. III 
Ethiopic they became quite fashionable. In the primitive 
speech they were very rare - a fact which may perhaps go to 
show that 'C as a servile letter .was of later origin than some 
of the others, being a nominal, not a verbal formative. 

2 was a very common Proto - Semitic predeterminative. 
Thus, il'\~, to give (Heh., Cbald., Sama.r. ; the Assyr. ~ shows 
a customary softening of t to d), is plainly developed from 
the familiar root ,1'\, to stretch, in the sense of reaching 
forth. ~~, to weaye together, cover over (Heb. ~~; Assyr. 
'1t'); cf. Arab. ~), is formed from ~ (Heb. and Assyr. 'ilQ, 

to weave, to cover; Arab .. si ,t" to cover with armor). "!l!I, 

to move along (Chald . .,~), to draw, to Bow; Heb. "!l!I, to 
Bow, to rush; Assyrian nagaru to overwhelm; and perhaps 

Eth. S1L:, to speak = ma.ke words Bow forth, express), is 
developed from .,~, a common Semitic root, meaui~g to drag, 

draw along. 'The Arab. ;;.., to Bow, is an instructive con

nectillg link. Many other examples might be adduced. 
:l' seems to he, in a few cases, a Pl'oto-Semitic predetermin

ative. "l':l', to cut, dig out (Heb . .,;:?~, with kindred meanings 

I in Chald. and Syr.; Arab. ~,wound, etc.), is probably 

formed from the wide-!lpread primitive root "1', to cut, dig. 
,.". to dispose in order, arrange together (Heb. ~; cf. Eth. 
o~h, III. 3, to make an alliance or friendship). cannot be 
separated from 1''t, to stretch out (Heh., Arab., Syr., and 
Samar.; Talm. to arrange, prepare; for the connection of 
meanings, cf. the Latin rego with rectus). 
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" ill an occasional predeterminative in primitive Bemitism. 
We may compare here the two roots ;:::1' and ;:::1=, to flow, 
go, which agree remarkably in Heb., Arab., Aram., and ARsyr., 
either in the primary or secondary senses, or ill both; and 
that with respect both to the verb and the noun stems. The 
root i= (1'=), to be fixed, gives rise to j==, which ill Assyr. 
has tho proper causative sense, to establish, and in the other 
dialects becomes reflexive or intransitive: to establish one's 
self, to dwell. :::1==, to lie (Heb., Amm., and Ethiopic), is 
prouably developed from the old root :::l, to uelld, curve (cf. 
recline). = was much more frequently uRed in this way ill 
the various dialects in their separate history, such an employ
ment of it being specially noticeable ill Assyrian. 

Of the use of 1'1 as a predeterminative, of which we find 
frequent example!! in the later history of the dialects, we 
find at least one sure example in Proto-Semitisll: 1pI'I (I:{eb.' 
Aram. and Arabic, to be straight, solid; cf. 1=1'1) from tbe 
ancient root 11' (cf. i=); while others are probable. 

Next, we ha ... e to consider the various modes of expanding 
a primary root hy means of internal modifications, or the use 
of indeterminatives. 

et is an indeterminative in "*:::1, to dig (Heb., Arab., 
Aram., and .Assyr., in noun or verb stems), springing 
from the wide-spread ancient root "'1:::1, to cut, to bore. The 
same use is exemplified in "'Iet'I:l, to be large, great (in Assyr. 
noun and verb stem in the general sense, as also in noun
stem in Heb. ; in Arab. specially of the growth of plants: cf . .. 
~, to spread) from the root "n:I, to extend. found through-

out the Semitic system. We may alRo compare tlet1::l, to flow, 
ns blood from a wound (Heb., Chald., with an allied sense in 
Arabic), and tl1::l, to be liquid, also unquestionably primitive. 
Many other examples might be adduced; and it is safe to 
Ray that ill every case in which the last letter of a tdCOll
Ronantal root is "strong," and the first letter primary, a 
medilll et is determinative. Here, as elsewhere, et is uRe6 in 
the interest of a vowel, which is the real modifying element 
in this variety of root-formation. 
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1"1 is an illueterminative in .".", to Rhine forth (Assyr., 
Aram., Heh .• and AI'tlllic. in noun or veri>-stems, or in both);. 
cf. ~~" to "hine. which appears likewise in all the divisions of 
the family. ~o also .. "." to revoln~, keep going (in Assyr .. 
Amm., HeiJ., and Arabic, either in noun or veru stems). 
developed from thc ancient common root.,., (cf • .,,.,). In 
this use 1"1 is nearly as common as M. 

" morc frequently than any other letter, represents an in
tel'llal development of the root. It is, of course, demonstrable 
that this shows a secondary form only when we can compare 
with the Kimpler so-called '~~ roots. Such cases, however. are 
quite numerous. Thus we have ~~~, to turn aside, sojourn. 
found in all the dialects, as compared with ~, to turn, to
twist, to roll, equally Prot~mitic; .,,.,, to revolve, as 
related with ~." which expresses various kinds of irreguLaI' 
motion in the differcnt dialects. We may compare also 
.,.~ and .,~, both primitive roots expressing rapid motion and 
flight; .,~ and .,~, both Proto-Semitic, of which the fonDer 
means, to arrange in a serie,!, to number, and the latter, to re
peat. Many other cascs might be cited; and it may be stated 
as a general fact, that when we have an "~ and an '~~ root, Ride 
hy side, with the first and laKt letters the same in both. the 
radical notions in both may he easily connected. Oujectioll 
might be ul'ought on the score of the want of association 
hctween a few of such cascs. The only exceptions we know_ 
of ill Proto-~emitic are the roots from which spring C''', day, 
and C", sea (but we have not any vel'l,..stcm~ from these 
roots, and therefol'e can say nothing as to the pl'imal'Y 
meanings), and '~1"1, to whirl, twiHt, which does 1I0t seem 
connected with '1"1, to pierce, to open. ::l'~, to return, may 
be explained as connected with ::l0, to tum around; at 
least, that is the only primitive root with which it can be 
compared. 

It is now proper to give what seems to us to be the true 
vieY# of the origiu of these form8. It being quite certain 
that inflection had begun long hefore the roots had Ueen 
universally raised to the tri-consonantal type, the matter of 
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assimilating the shorter forms to that standard was accom
plished apparently in this way. While the '~~ roots reached 
this level by having the second radical emphasized or doubled 
(and afterwards, in certain inflections, repeated), the ''13! roots 
entered upon the same stage by having the characteristic 
vowel of each stem lengthened. Thus kam in inflection 
would become kdm: and lcum, kam.1 Not till a much later 
period did the more highly developed of the Semitic dialects, 
Arabic and Ethiopic, make of these stems distinct roots. 
From this it follows that a medial , represents merely a 
lengthened inflective vowel in Proto-Semitic, and not a 
radical sound. 

M as an ancient indeterminative can be held to be probable 
in only one instance that we can adduce. A plausible case is 
.. ~, the root of ""m, price, which it would seem proper to 
connect with -ml, to sell, and "'I~, to exchange.~ But it is 
not Proto-Semitic in that sense, only Hebrew; the Assyr. 
m.al!.irn, offering, tribute, which Lenormant 8 connects with 
-:~, being derived from the native root "'IM=, to be in front, 
and in causative forms to bring before, or presellt.4 A surer 
instance is found in -MO, to go round, traverse (Heh., Aram., 
and Assyr.), as compared with "'IMC, to be round (Heh. and 

GO, 
Aram.; cf. Arab. ~, moon, with Heb. ,~,,~, and Syr. 

1;~)' both of which may he connected with Heb. ~, to 

turn aside, from the primary notion of bending. Of course, 
it may be suspected that "'IMO may be merely a st'rengthened 
form of "Inc, especially as ill Assyrian the former root has 
t.he intransitive meaning attaching in the other dialects to 
the latter. In general, we may say of medial n what has 

1 See a brief but instructive discussion of this question by Prof. A. Mliller in 
Zeitschrift d. d. morg. Gescllschaft for 1879, p. 698 ff. 

2 Not with .,~ to sell. which is probably a secondary, derived from m= 
to buy (cr. the use of = as a prcdetcrminative discussed above). 

8 Etude sur quelques parties des syllabaircs clIneifonnes (Poris, 1876). p. 247. 
• The conjecture of Friedr. Dclit7.sch (Assyr. Studien. Part i. p. 125), that 

the Hebrew and Atisyrian roots are connected, is probably wrong. 
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been said already of initial M, that it is normally a primary 
and stable sound. 

Medial" appears to represent an expansion of the root in 
ceveral cases. ~,to place, lay down (in noun or verb 
stems in Heb., Aram., and Assyr.) must be compared with 
Z"I:I, which is also probably primitive, being found in both 
Heb. and Aram. in the same sense. So also apparently 
with ,"p, to fashion, forge, as compared with lP, to set right, 
prepare. 

In the8e.. appears to be 'Proto-Semitic; and yet here, as 
well a8 in the many cases where '., and ' .. , forms exist side by 
side in the same sense, it is very doubtful whether the .. is pri
mary. It seems more probable that it took the place of , in 
these instances; it having perhaps been shortened from the 
causative form of the verb-stem ill each case, since such ~ 
stems are mostly transitive. If thi8 view is correct, we 
-cannot maintaiu that .. represents a Proto-Semitic indeter
miuative, but are obliged to hold that medial .. 8tands with 
medial' for that very early lengthening of the inflective 
vowel by which the primary roots were made to assume a 
triliteral guise. 

, is an indetermin&tive in "'::, to be separated from (repro-
8ented in Heb., Arab., and Ethiopic) as compared with the 
univer8al J'oot "::, to divide; also in -"::, to cut off, consume 
(appeadng in Heb., Aram., and Arabic) as related with the 
primitive root "I::, to divide; so too evidently in ,,'s, to be 
small (in Heb., Aram., and Arabic) as dcve10ped from "s, 
to pl'ess together, contract, also Proto-Semitic; and in 
several other cases, amounting to about one half of the whole 
number of roots in which, appears as the middle radical. 
In nearly all the remainder with medial' the fil'8t letter is 
a determinative: thus, it would seem,.' was not liked as 
the second letter of primitive biliterals, while, as we have 
seen, it was frequently employed as the first - an instructive 
fact ill Semitic phonology and morphology. 

TlicHe are the ollly letters we can regard as undoubted 
Proto-Semitic indeterminati"es. Others (as ',"I,~, M) were 
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used more or less freely in the different dialects during their 
separate history, especially in the formation of quadrilitera1s, 
which are all secondary roots. l 

Lastly, we have to take the final determinative letters in 
Prot~Semitic. These arc much more numerous than either 
of the other two classes; the true place of the additional 
sounds in secondary roots being at the end, as in the Aryan 
family. 

tc representa a post-determinatiYe very frequently. So in 
:It"O, to hew out, fashion, create (in Heb., Aram., and Arabic). 
from "'1::2, to cut, which is variously represented ill all the 
dialects. So also in 1It;=, to shut out, to obstruct (Heb., 
Aram., and Arabic), as compared with ;=. to shut, close, 
finit!h (found in noun or verb stems in all the dialects). It 
appears in many other examples that might be cited; and 
we are inclined to set it down as a principle that wherever 
lit appears as the last letter of a root, it is of secondary 
origin, unle~s the first letter is a determinative. This might 
be inferred from the character of the sound itself, which 
only exists for the sake of its vowel; but it may be proved in 
nearly every case by actual comparison with kindred forms. 
The only instances in which this is not practicable are prob
ably 1It~, to fill; tc'p, to be moved with passion; and I:C~S. 

to thirst; and here it is better to assume that the kindred I 

roots nre lost or their connection obscure, than to maintain 
that the lit stands so exceptionally for an independent 
con80nant. 

:l is apparently a post-determillative in :l"'l', to be scabby, 
leprou8 (Heh., Aram., and Arabic in noun or verb stems), 
from the widespread root "'I!I, to scrape; in :::U:,M, to hew wood 
(Heb., Arab., and Ethiopic) from the common root =". to 
cut; in :l;S, to hang up = make incline (Aram., Arah., and 

1 If the Proto-Semitic root "r"I:l' to prepare, could be regarded as having a 
,,~ 

similar origin to that of ~ conj. VIII. in Arabic, an instance would be at 

band of the uee of r"I eenile as an indeterminative; but tbis we cannot regard 
as probable. 
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Ethiopic), as compared with 1It;:s, to incline, also Proto
Semitic; and perhaps in a few other cases. 

) is a post-determiuative in );1, t:> divide (in various' noun 
or yerb stems in Aram., Heb., Arabic, and Ethiopic), from 
~he root ;1), to cleave, burst asunder, variously represented 
ill all the dialects; and perhaps ill )"", to go, proceed by 
steps (Aram., Arabic, with a Heb. llOlln-stem), as compared 
with j"I"1, and the primary root "", which seems to express 
lively motion in general. We cannot adduce any other 
probable instances from Proto-~mitic . 

., is a post-determinative in "="', to be ardent (with related 
meaning in all the dialects 1), as compared with eM, to be 
warm; also in ""1, to separate (in Heb., Aram., and Arabic)~ 
from ~I, to rend asunder; and in several other cases. 

iii! is all post-determillative apparently in lID:, to be stupid, 
embarrassed, timid (cf. the Heb., Aram., and Arabic mean
ings), from ;:::1, to be confounded" confused; probably in 
r.OlIt, the root 2 of a Proto-Semitic nsme for God (Heu., Aram., 
and Arabic, which), as we prefer to thiuk, is a denominative 
from the shorter ;It, also proyed to be Proto-Semitic by the 
ARsyr. il-u.; 8nd, ill general, wherever it occurs as the third 
radical, as it doeR but rarely in the primitive llpeech. 

" or rather the vowel u, was uRed as a post-determinative 
ill the primitive speech.s So apparently in -;), to draw off, 
lay hare, reveal (in Heh., At'am., and Arabic j in Ethiopic, 
to draw on, coyet'), as compared with a root ;!I, e\'idcnt in 
:;!I, ";:1, n;!I, of kindred meanings, all Proto-Semitic. So too 

I The Hebrew and Chaltlee fOnTIS mean to desire ardently; the Arabic h8ll 
one meaning, to be angry (or" warm"); another to deem wonhy of praise, i.e, 
desirable; the Assyrian mean~ to hasten, or pnrsue ardently. 

~ What the specific Dleaning- of this root WII8, or whether it ever had more 
than a theoretical potential 8i~nificance, is doubtful. The Arabic mt'aning. to 
adore, is probably "econdar~·. = regard lUI God, 

a It is not CW>)" to say in 1111 cnses whether u or i W8ll the original determina
th'c vowel. It i~ only in Arabic and Ethiopic that the distinction between tho 
two has t-n regularly preserved, MOfCO"er, in these langnages so mnny new 
roots were developed ill later times with these as final lIOunds, that the question 
of priority ia still further obscured, It is only where the two idioma agree ill 
important roots, that we can infer surely 811 to the real atate of the cue. 
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in "", to let down, suspend, weigh (cf. the various related 
meanings in Assyr., Ethiop., Heb., Aram., and Arabic, which 
has also ,,;"), from the root ;." to hang loose, no less widely 
represented through the system; and in other cases that 
might be adduced. 

1 is a pOl)t..determinative in ,.,~, to pierce. This root is 
found only in Heb. and Aram.; but it is proved to be Proto
Semitic by the word for iron, ,,.,~ (!:IN), which is found in 
all the dialects, and is evidently developed from it, as we 
shall see later. The ultimate root is ,,~, to dh;de open, 
already frequently cited. 1"11, to separate, branch out, is 
also Proto-Semitic, from the common root "II, related to "1::1. 
1, however, is rarely used for this purpose, as we would natu
rally expect from the fact that itjs a secondary sound arising 
from s: cf. in Hebrew '"III, 0"111, f"IlI; "lo, o;~, r':P. 

" is a frequent post-determinative. So in ""'::1, to pass 
through, to pass out, escape (cf. the Heb.,. Arabic, and 
Ethiopic stems), as related with "0. So also in ";:1, to make 
bare, smooth, bald (Heb., .Aram., and Arabic), as compared 
with n;), etc., cited above. It is found, besides, in a few 
other cases; but was employed far more frequently in each 
dialect after the dispersion of the family. 

C is perhaps a post-determinative ill a;lI, to break away, 
escape (cf. the related senses. in Beb., Al1Ull., and Arabic; 
the Assyr. c;:, to live = to be preserved, is the same root), 
from ;:1, to cleave or break open. Possibly, also, in c.", 
(Aram., Arabic, and Hebrew in noun or verb stems, aud 
perhaps Assyrian) to cut into, grave, engrave, as compared 

with a root "I", represented ill Arab. ;.=: , to cut open, pierce, 

divide; in ="", etc. The Heb. and .Arab. ="1= of like meaning, 
we may compare with a root "1=, represented in the Heb. "I~ 
and ""e, to saw, and elsewhere. c, however, was not a very 
common determinative. 

",1 01' rather the vowel i, was apparently the most common 
of all the post-determinatives. The following are a few of 
its examples: ":=', to smite, injure (Arah., Ethiop., Heb., aud 

1 See the remarka just made on , as a post-determinati"e. 
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Aram.), from a common root ::I" cognate with )'; "', to be 
separate, pure (with interesting derived meanings in Arab.~ 
Aram., Beb., and Assyrian), as compared with 1", a widely 
represented primitive root, meaning to strike asunder; ,""" 
to erect, to establish, acquire, possess (in nouu or verb stems 
ill all the dialects), from 1P, to be erect. 

::I is a probable post-determinative in ,.,-" to tread (with 
various associated meanings in Reb., Aram., and Arabo
Ethiopic), as compared with )~ and the primary ~ cited 
above. Also in ,.,11, to break in pieces, crush, oppress (cf. 
the noun and verb stems with related meanings in Syr., 
Arab., Beb., and Assyrian), from the familiar root "III, to 
rend asunder; and in a few other instances. 

; is a post-determinative in ;"1), to twist together, make 
strong or great (cf. the various meanings in Aram., Reh., 
Arab., and Ethiopic), as related with the root "I), to hind, 
which appears in "I)1It alld .,.,), both Proto-Semitic. It is also 
found in ;"1), to tear off, drag off, as related with "I), already 
cited (both of which are found in Beb., Aram., Arabic); and 
in a few other cases. 

'C is a post-dcterminative in OS" to be firm, strong, great 
(cf. the noun and verb stems ill Arab., Beb., and Assyrian!), 
as related with ;"l', to be strong, as found ill ns" r~, etc . 

. Also in ~" to he naked, bare, as compared with "I~ and ""'l', 

of a similar meaning, all of them being Proto-Scmitic. A. 
few other cases might be adduced. 

, as a Proto-Semitic post-determinative can hardly be 
proved. The only plausible instance we can adduce is 1"1), 
the root of the Proto-Semitic word for threshing-Boor (Rob., 
Arabic, and Ethiopic), which seems to be developed from a 
root "I~' of manifold expressiveness, but having clearly the 
general scnse of dragging along, rubbing, crushing, so that 
'''I~ may perhaps be = the place of threshing grain.2 j:U, to 

1 The Auyr. a~7HU rueans material, analogous with Heb. O:Sl' bone, in the 
Inscription of Khorsabad. line 16. (see Oppen's Commentaire philologiquc). 

~ There does not seem to be any verb-stem ,"1:1 clearly Proto-~cmitic, which 

would give a suitable intermediary sense. The Arabic 'I~ however, mean. 
~.I • , 
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be curved or arched, if it is Proto-Semitic in that sense, 
might be connected with :) of kindred meaning; but it is 
difficult to comprehend all the divergent meanings of the 
former root under one general satisfactory notion. ,was 
used more freely for this purpose in each dialect after the 
family separation. 

t) 1 is a post-detenninative in t)-III, to cleave asunder, break 
up (cf. the noun and verb stems in Beb., Aram., Arab., and 
Ethiopic) as related with the familiar root "III; and in a few 
other cases. 

» is a post-determinative in ,.,), to hew off (Heb. and 
Arabic) from the root ~), variously represented in the sense 
of cutting; in '''', to scatter, to sow (represented in Beb., 
Aram., Arab., Eth., and Assyrian), from the root "', to 
spread, scatter, shown ill ~." and several other kindred 
fonns; and in many other cases. It is clearly a determina
tive in nearly every instance of its use as the last radical. 
Those few cases are of course excepted when the first letter 
is a determinative, as in ,s~, to place; :PC), to set ill or set 
out. It is probable that no ultimate triliteral ended in ». 
~~, to be full, satisfied, is probably no exceptioll.2 Those 
who hold to a common origin of ,~t) 8 and the Indo-European 
word for seven will have no hesitation in considering the, . 
as secondary in the former word. 

I) is a post-determinative in ;jI), to carry away, sweep 
away (in noun or verh-stems in lIeb., Aram., Arah., Ethiop., 
and Assyrian), f1'om the root "I), to drag along, already 

to grind com, thus furnishing a notion kindred to the one required. Its other 
meaning of smoothing, wiping clean, docs not throw satisfactory light on the 
word for threshing-floor. though it is usually OJ!sumcd as eltplainin~ it. 

1 This we use as representing the Proto-Semitic 8 as distinguished from BlI. 
The Hebrew t) appear>! to have presen'ed the souud best, though not in all cases. 

With it agrees in general, the Arabic U"" the Etbiopic 1"1, the Aramaic ..:IJ 

and 0, and the Assyrian i, as it is conventionally represented j though the disa
greements are frequent, except iu Assyrian. 

t See Gesenius' Thesaurus, p. 1319, for kindred forms. 
8 Not ~=_ That the other is the Proto-Semitic form, a comparison of 

.Aayrian iibu with the Arabic and Ethiopic shows plainly. 
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alluded to; in =ll' (Beb., Aram., and Ethiopic), to smite, 
from the widespread root », to strike; and in several other 
plain cases. 

s is a post-determinative in ".,1, to cleave or break open 
(Beb., Assyr., Arab., and Aramaic), from the common root 
-'1, to divide; and in a few other instances equally clear. 

p is a post-determinative in 1'''', to scatter, sprinkle (in 
noun or verb stems in Beb., Assyr., Aram., and Arabic), 
from the root ." already referred to; and in several other 
forms . 

., is IL post-detenninative in .,el, to open (with various 
, 88SOCiated meanings in Assyr., Beh., Aram., and Arabic), 

from the common root el (r"I) of kindred meaning; and in 
mlLny other forms that might be cited . 

., is a post-determinatire in 11:)"11, to separate, scatter, 
P ", 

disperse (Heb., ~,; Aram., ....m;.a and~,; Arab., lY-~; 

Assyr., "-'1 in Niphal, to flee away), from the familiar root 
-'1. It appears besides ill only a few other cases; but, like 
c, was more commonly employed as a secondary fonnative 
in each dialect after the Semitic dispel'!lion. 

1"1 also is an infrequent post-determinative. It appears in 
t'I'Cs. to be silent and bring to silence (cf. the associated mean
ings in Beh., Syriac, Arabic,alld Ethiopic), as related with 
the root cs, with the primary notion of binding, shutting up, 
which is extended in the different roots so as to expre8s the 
divergent ideas of fasting, deafness, dumhness. It is found 
also in a few otber cases, and ill some instances of its occur
rence the root is perhaps a denominative, formed from a 
feminine abstract. 

We must now put together the results of this investigation 
into the structure of Semitic secondary roots, and try to 
classify those sounds used in forming them. First, as to 
predeterminatives, we found that ~, M, ~,M (probably), ", 'C, 

:, ~, 10, and r. were thus used. Of these ~ represents only a 
prefixed vowel; for though it is a true consonant it is only 
used in the interest of the vowel sound that conditions it. 
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With regard to , and 'I, it might seem doubtful whether they 
were originally prefixed as consonants, or as the corre
sponding vowels u and i. On the whole, we incline to the 
belief that they were at first vowels, and then in course of 
inflection hal'dened into semi-vowels. For this the following 
arguments may be dtfered: (1) the a.nalogy of the post
determinatives , and"; (2) the frequent interchange 01,

served in every Semitic period of "ID or '''lID with '~ forms 
developed from the Rame primary root, - a phenomen on easy 
of explanation upon this theory, but more difficult upon the 
other; the "l' stems being, as we have seen, merely vowel 
expansions of 'l'l' forms; (3) the fact that consonants are 
not normally liked as predeterminatives: 'C,', 11), and n are 
used because they are inflective formatives; the- other con
sonants are breathings, and of them" and l' are rare, and M 

doubtful. In all probability we may set down lit as repre
senting a, ' and "I as representing u and i respectively, when 
used as predeterminatives. 

", M, and l', used as predeterminatives, probably arose in 
this way. M is the surd breathing corresponding to the 
80nant DC, and arose from it through the process of dialectic 
'val'iation familiar in all languages. Its rarity as a radical 
pre~x is a proof of its late employment for this purpose. 
From it n arose by strengthening, and was employed still 
more rarely. , is the deep guttural development of =t; and 
as" is rarer than n, so ., is rarer than lit as a predeterminative. 

The true consonants used as radical prefixes, 'C, ~ 11), 1'1, are 
among the rarest used as post-determinatives; while other COIl

sonants, some of which are very common at the end of roots, 
are not used at all as predeterminatives. The solution of 
this enigma can only be gained from the consideration that 
these are letters used frequently as prefixes in the formation 
of verb or noun stems. And it is remarkable that the fre
quency of their occurrence, respectively, varies according to 
the priority of their introduction as stem-formatives, as the 
phenomena of the Semitic idiom seem to indicate: 'is most 
commonly employed, then 11), 1'1 coming next, and finally 'C, 

VOL. XXXVII. No. 147. 71 
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which ROOms to have been used for only a short time before 
the family dispersion. 

We have, then, as Proto-Semitic predeterminatives the vowels 
a, i, It (which were displaced by the correspondin~ lit, ", and 'I, 

under the later consonantal system), the ureathings M, 1"1, and " 
and the consonants 1:l, :, "«', and f"I, oribrinally inflective forma
tiveR, themselves relics of old independent stems or words. 
All of these, save the vowels a, i, u, were introduced in the 
cOllsonantal period. 

As illdeterminatives we found the breathings lit, M, and '$ to 
be uRed, and ", which is rarest as a radical prefix, does not 
appear here at all, being too much like a true consonant. 
TheRe all belong to the consonantal stage of Semitism, as 
also does tM vowel expansion, already treated of, expressed 
currently hy , and ... 1 

As to post-determinatives, we found that all of the conso
nants, with the possible exception of ',were so employed. 
lit, \ and ", however, reprc~ellt vowels that were used as radical 
affixes before the establiRhment of the consonantal r~gime. 
AR in Proto-Aryan, so in Proto-Semitic, the regular place for 
determinatives is the last part of the root. A study of the 
character of the prefixed and inserted radical letters, as 
compared with the post-determinatives, makes it probable 
that they would not have been used at all, except ill the 
interest of a manifold development of roots; since the need 
of various expression, as ideas multiplied, could be met in no 
other way; the genius of Semitism, unlike that of Aryanism, 
heing averse to the use of compound words. 

There are a great many Proto-Semitic roots which, so far 
as can be seen, Rhow no determinative letter; and there is, 
of course, every reason to suppose that many of these. as 
well as many of the At'yan ro)ts, possessed three consonants 
ft'om the beginning. Of quadriliterals there are 110 sure 
examples in verb-stemR. In noun-stems there are a few 
whose triliteral origin is apparent. 

1 Of course there is no inconsistency in makinA' It at the beginning repn-$ent 
a primary vowel, and In the middle a conllOnant; for a vowel must hllye been 
heard already an all vocal expreuions beginning and ending wid! a conllOnaDt.. 
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Two classes of cases yet remain to be considered. First, 
we have those triliterals in which the third radical is the 
same as the first. This form, which seems so inconsistent 
with the ordinary types of Semitic root-structure, is accounted 
for by an analysis of the roots in question, from which it 
appears that they are developed from shorter forms by the 
repetition of the first radical. l These also occur in noun
stems in Proto-Semitic, not in verb-stems, except, perhaps, 
in denominatives. They are common enough in the several 
dialects as developed later, where their origin can be clearly 
traced. 

Another and very important class of secondary roots are 
those \~ roots that end in It, as the Proto-Semitic ~~!:I, to go 
ill. With regard to such cases we claim, without hesitation, 
in accordance with the principles already established, that 
the root originally consisted of a consonant and a vowel. 
The root was raised later to the triliteral standard cnly 
graphically, and not in actual speech, just as the Hebrew to. 
not, is sometimes written K'i;, though it was never anything 
in sound but M. The fact is, that the Semitic roots, before 
the consonantal pet:iod, had as great variety of form as the 
Proto-Aryan. It is an error to maintain that all the Semitic 
roots are ultimately tri-consonantal; hut it is also an error 
to hold either that all were developed from biliterals, or 
that in general the hi-consonantal form is their shortest or 
ultimate type. 

Guided by the principles above set forth, we shall now 
attempt to draw up a scheme of the possible and actual root
forms in the two systems of speech. ' 

1. .A. Proto-Aryan root may consist: 
(1) Of a consonant and a vowel, as 'i,2 to g<?; ki, to lie 

down; da, to give. 

1 This throws light on the origin of a nnmber of obscnre words; for example, 
bdb the Proto·Semitic word for gate is, as we conjecture, from the root~!:I, 
to go in, enter. 

~ The Greek • is here used to represent the breathing, corresponding to tt, 
which precedes every vowel·!IOund at the beginning of a word or 8yllable. 
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(2) Of a consonant, a Towel, and a consonant, as 'ad, to 
eat; pat, to fall; tar, to go through. 

(3) Of two consonants and a vowel, as kia, to shut; pri, 
to love; pru (plu), to swim. . 

(4) Of two consonants, a vowel, and a consonant, as draa, 
to run; prak, to ask; prat, to spread out. 

(5) Of a consonant, a vowel, and two consonants, as kart, 
to cut; Marg, to shine; mard, to bruise. 

(6) Of two consonantli, a vowel, and two consonants, a8 

spargh, to strive after; smard, to gnaw at. 
A root in any of these classes but the first may be 

secondary. In class (5) probably all, in class (6) certainly 
all, are secondary. • 

II. A Proto-Semitic root (taking in both the preconso
nan tal and the consonantal period), might consist 

(1) Of a consonant and a vowel,l as ~~ < Ii~ to go, or 
go in (Heb., Ethiop., Arabic, and Assyrian); "'~.., < ~", to 
see (Heb., Arab., and Ethiopic). 

(2) Of two consonants, as "':, to separate (represented in 
all the dialects); ", to be strong (in all the dialects). 

(3) Of two consonants with internal vowel expansion, as 
;"11(, to be Rtrong, superior (Reb., Arab., and Assyr. in noun 
or verb stems); ,':1, to be set up, or established, exist (in all, 
the dialects). 

( 4) Of a consonant, a consonant, and a vowel, as ~~. to 
shut up or out (in all the dialects); -;", to let down, sus
pend (represented in all the dialects) ; "',,), to be separated, 
pure (represented in Arah., Aram., Heb., and Assyrian). 

(5) Of a vowel, a consonant, and a consonant, as "Q~, to 
be lost, perish (Heb., Aram., Ethiopic); ~~, to contain, be 
capable (Heh., Arab., and Assyrian); "~", to be right, pros
perous (in all the dialects). 

(6) Of three consonants, as ,.,:, to kneel, bless (in all 
the dialects); ~, to be pure, sacred (in all the dialects); 
=;c, to be strong, to rule (in all the dialects). 

1 In this classification a vowel it cited as an integral part of the root, oaJ,J 
when it is original and determinate. 
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(7) Of four consonants. Noun-stems, as ;M:I, iron (rep
resented througbout the system), presuppose a true root; 
and 'TC:"I1l, to spread out < VlIl, is perhaps Proto-Semitic, 
being represented in Hebrew and Arabic. 

A root in any of these classes but the first and second 
may be secondary. In classes (4) and (5) probably all, 
and in class (7) certainly all, are secondary. 

In the next Article we shall consider whether the morpho
logical differences between the two systems of roots may be 
reconciled, and enter upon a comparison of the roots that 
may seem to invite such treatment. 

(To be cont.iDued.) 

,. , 




